Ruby master - Bug #18778
Crash on MacOS 12.1 (Monterey) , M1 Max CPU

05/13/2022 08:18 AM - marxfr (Frank Marx)

Status: Third Party's Issue
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Target version:
Backport: 2.7: UNKNOWN, 3.0: UNKNOWN, 3.1: UNKNOWN
ruby -v: ruby 2.6.8p205 (2021-07-07 revision 67951) [universal.arm64e-darwin21]

Description
This bug happens ALWAYS when I try to run CocoaPods.

Related issues:
Is duplicate of Ruby master - Bug #18555: Running "bundle exec middleman serv...
Closed

History
#1 - 05/13/2022 09:54 AM - mame (Yusuke Endoh)
- Is duplicate of Bug #18555: Running "bundle exec middleman server" on M1 Mac gives [BUG] Bus Error at 0x0000000104b04000 added

#2 - 05/13/2022 09:54 AM - mame (Yusuke Endoh)
- Status changed from Open to Third Party's Issue

This is a duplicate of #18555 and many tickets. See https://github.com/ffi/ffi/issues/800#issuecomment-1008308614 for solution.
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